calendar its own colour
Posted by jehora - 2012/12/26 02:14
_____________________________________

I have multible calendars. Is it possible to give each calendar its own colour in the eventlist?
Fx Calendar1 get a blue font, Calendar2 get a red font, calendar 3 …etc.
/Jens
============================================================================

Re: calendar its own colour
Posted by Jorge_Luis - 2012/12/26 09:48
_____________________________________

Welcome to the forum, Jens.
Yes, you can. Right click on a window -> options... -> calendars -> choose one -> below, select "Visual category" -> pick
one of the colors (eg. , , ...)
But take into account that all the icons for the rest of the categories will disappear. Only the selected color will be left.
============================================================================

Re:calendar its own colour
Posted by billfish - 2013/02/08 19:35
_____________________________________

If I give a calendar a visual category, and set that category to a color, the color doesn't show up. But if I set a calendar to
a color, it shows up. This seems not completely the behavior I expect.
I notice that if I subscribe to an ics file, those events are in a different color and have an icon - where do those come
from? It appears to be getting the Holiday category, but I don't see where in the skin the Holiday category gets this color.
BTW, this is the best dang calendar I've ever used.
============================================================================

Re:calendar its own colour
Posted by Jorge_Luis - 2013/02/09 07:46
_____________________________________

Welcome to the forum, billfish.
Which skin are you using?
There's an option in the advanced settings to set the behaviour of the Visual Category called "Visual category overwrite".
Also, the Visual Category is used mostly with Google Calendar or when the events are all of the same kind. It this your
case?
The icons and colors came from the skin code itself (at least with the default skin Shadow4). If the ics' event has stored
the category "Holiday" it will show the icon and color from the skin.
============================================================================
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